
Not fear but admitation and gratitude created gods. 

Cicero 

Is this true? Is gratitude really what created gods? The concept of god is known to be the result of 

good, of mankind’s will to understand nature. But as a result it brought many deaths, discrimination, 

and hate between humans. Although it is believed, and well accepted, that faith brings people together, 

the unpopular and uncovered is the view of the twisted manipuation it has over the mens thoughts. 

Danilo Kiš, in his novel “The encyclopedia of the dead” calles out the strict rules Christian faith 

awakens. Simon the Miracle-meaker, who is the hero of the story, has a different view on the faith, 

good, and god, from the Christian apostols. They get in a conflict, in wich the apostols are saying that 

he is not true to his faith, for he does not follow Gods words, and is therefore banned from 

Christianity. “Men’s deeds are not good or bad by their nature, moral is defined by the man himself, 

not by God! What the apostols are teaching you is a lie. Don’t kill! Don’t kill, for it is the job of the 

One, the Justiciary. It is his job, and the job of his peasants. They have the will - they are the wolves, 

and we are the sheep. God is a lie. And their books are a lie, because they promise lies, they promise 

heaven, and it is a lie for it is in their hands, for they are on the holly gates, their angels stand there 

with weapons, with iron swords. A mans life is the fall and hell, and the world is in the hands of the 

tyran. Cursed be, the greatest tyran of them all, Elohim.”  

In this methaphorical story about the totalitary system, Kiš evokes the queston of the brutality faith can 

bring. It dangeorusly can lead man in a way he wasn’t aware of, the way of cluelessly following the 

leader, by passing the guilt on a man that stands above us, and in religion there is an even higher ruler 

to blame - God. Who is higher than God, with whom we can’t argue, but just listen, and follow? Well, 

nobody.  

This can be a deadly system. Let’s just take a look at the earthly example, the war criminals. If a man 

killes another in war, he can be set free, after a long trial of course, but with the excuse that he was 

only following orders. Therefore, his marshal is to blame, for the army man wasn’t himself, did not 

know what he was doing, wasn’t aware of the conequences, and that it is him who is to blame. Another 

example would be the Milgram experiment, in wich people would get the task to electroshock another 

man, by the order of the superior. Atleast that’s what they thought. The results have shown that while 

following orders, people used electroshocks that they knew would harm another persons health, even 

kill them, but they still did it. This experiment was harshly critisized, because it disobayed the moral 

code of the scientific research – some of the participants had fatal consequences, feeling of guilt, 

anxiety and depression.  

So, even if so called gods are not a result of fear, creating them may result in fear. But the concept of 

god, in this sence, i would define as an idol. An idol can be an apstract, human -like or not creature or 

idea..but also another man, who behaves as a ruler, the man who sits on a higher chair, or a so called 

throne, and declares rules and codes that must be followed. 



In the explanation of the story of Simon, the man who rised from the earth by th power of his own 

mind, Kiš explained that only after the pubishing he was shown the resembelance with another work, 

Boris Suvarin, and the citation that shows it: “Stalin and his followers always lie, in every given 

moment, and as they always lie, they are no longer aware of it. And when everybody lies, nobody, 

with his lies, doesn’t really lie no more. Lies are a natural element of the pseudo-soviet society. Right 

and left – lies. Civilisation is uncivilized and the genius leader is a tyrant.” And although the 

resemblance is undenyable, it is noted that it is not, by any means, planed. 

As a conclusion, i would like to offer an idea of the peacefull agreement that evokes Spinoza’s god. 

The only good god is the one that doesn’t stand out from the world and looks upon it, but the one that 

is nothing other than the world, the nature itself. The idea of him can be caught in Simons awnser to 

the apostols demands: “The one who, from himself, created earth and heaven, men and women, birds 

and snakes, the creator of everything that lives, the one who brought the mountains upword, over the 

seas, green grass and the palm trees, sun and the rain, fire and air, that is the God, the God of Justice.“ 

So not the one who actually interfieres in the human decisions, but the one that motivates him to do 

right, by offering him the heaven for wich he doesn’t have to die; the heaven he already lives in, the 

nature.  

If we go back to the beginning, to the creating of god as a result of trying to undestand nature, we 

could hypothesize that if the mankind stopped there, we would live in a much more peacefull 

environment. Being one and in love with nature, abandoning the tendency to overule it, and be on the 

throne above it. By doing that we would actually be acting god, whom we, with those tendencies, 

portrayed as a tyrant ourselves.  

As time goes on, the take on the religion changes, and people like to think that what they came up with 

is an original view-point, an inovating turn of events. But the most open-minded mindset, is, in my 

opinion, the one that sees the best way of believing as the belief in change for good, in wich one is 

wiling to take part in. Being aware of the changes that must be made in order to keep the nature alive 

and well. Taking care of it, and with that taking care of oursleves, our future, and the future of people 

who are yet to come. 

 We didn’t create nature, it created us. We shoud be grateful for the part it plays in our lives, and fear 

only for it’s wellbeing. We must admit when a consequense of our action harms it- it is only natural to 

take full responsibility, and not blame any other construct that we may call “the ruler”. 


